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Abstract

The Fed is likely to commence hiking its policy rate in 2015. It is unlikely,
however, that this rate-hike cycle will feature a predictable 25 basis-point
rise at each and every meeting once it begins. Instead, the Fed will, I
believe, opt to deliver a path of policy normalization even more gradual
than the path it delivered in 2004–06. This will be owed, at least in part,
to the difficulty it will confront in estimating the neutral policy rate
with any precision, as well as to the fact that this cycle is likely to begin
with an inflation rate that will have been running below its 2% target
since that target was first announced in 2012. The Fed will nonetheless
begin to hike because it is forecasting that inflation will rise as unemploy-
ment falls to – or even below – its estimate of the non-accelerating
inflation rate of unemployment (NAIRU). Because of the slowdown in
the United State and global potential growth, however, as well as a
persistent excess of global saving relative to desired investment opportu-
nities, I expect that, for at least the next couple of years and likely for
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some time beyond, the neutral Fed policy rate consistent with mandate-
implied levels of unemployment and inflation will lie in the range of
2–3% in nominal terms, well below the pre-crisis estimates of 4%.

I. Introduction

The flow of economic data, statements by Fed officials and market pricing all point
to the likelihood that the Fed will begin to raise short-term interest rates sometime
in 2015. If so, this will be the first Fed rate-hike cycle since the one that commenced
in June 2004 under Alan Greenspan and concluded in May 2006 under Ben
Bernanke. At the risk of understatement, a lot has certainly happened since then –

a financial crisis coincident with a ‘great’ recession that together triggered an
aggressive monetary policy response, with the Fed cutting the short-term policy
rate in December 2008 to essentially zero, where it has remained ever since. With
policy constrained at the zero lower bound in an economy operating well below full
employment and with an inflation rate remaining below the central bank’s target of
2–, first announced in January 2012, the Fed has been constrained until now to
provide desired monetary accommodation via the ‘unconventional’ policies of
quantitative easing and forward guidance. Under several rounds of quantitative
easing, the Fed purchased – and to this day holds – more than 4 trillion dollars’
worth of Treasury bonds and mortgage-backed securities. Under forward guidance
as practiced by the Bernanke Fed, the central bank conveyed that it was in no hurry
to begin raising rates, perhaps ‘until mid-2015’ – even as the unemployment rate
subsequently fell below the 6.5% threshold that officials had indicated would trigger
a new assessment (as of this writing, it stands at 5.6%).

And so, with US economic growth poised to rise in 2015 toward 3%, with the
unemployment rate expected to continue declining toward and perhaps below the
level of 5.3% consistent with the central bank’s estimate of full employment, and
with core inflation projected to rise gradually over the next couple of years toward
the inflation target of 2%, the Fed at last appears ready to lift off from the zero lower
bound on the Federal funds rate that has handcuffed monetary policy for more than
six years. Perhaps, like the great Houdini himself, the Fed will find it a routine
matter to extricate itself from the shackles of the zero bound that has limited its
room to manoeuvre. But unlike Houdini, who performed the feat on stage almost
every night for thirty years – and who often used rigged handcuffs and hidden keys –
the Fed is rusty and, to my knowledge, not in possession of a magician’s tricks!

In this essay, I discuss and assess several of the key decisions the Fed will have to
make – and communicate – over the next several years as it seeks to normalize
monetary policy in the first post-crisis rate-hike cycle of the 21st century. As I shall
explain, it is likely that the Yellen Fed in 2015 will choose not to follow the playbook
used by the Greenspan Fed in 2004 when it decides on the pace of policy
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normalization, as well as the average level to which the Fed will adjust the policy
rate in response to macroeconomic shocks. Although there may well be important
differences between the Yellen approach to policy normalization in 2015 and the
Greenspan strategy in 2004, I will argue that both approaches can be well under-
stood using a common conceptual framework, the forward-looking Taylor rule
inspired by John Taylor’s seminal 1993 paper and extended in Clarida et al. (1999,
2000, 2002) and Clarida (2008, 2012). In this framework, the policy rate is anchored
by three key macroeconomic inputs: the inflation target that the central bank sets,
the central bank’s estimate of the unemployment rate consistent with its full
employment mandate – the non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment
(NAIRU) – and the real short-term interest rate that is consistent with maintaining
inflation and unemployment at their mandate-consistent levels once those levels are
attained – the neutral real policy rate. Crucially, while the Fed did in January 2012
set its own mandate-consistent inflation target of 2% growth in the personal
consumption expenditure (PCE) price index, the Fed, like other central banks,
neither sets nor directly observes the other two key inputs – the NAIRU and the
neutral real policy rate – that it needs to formulate monetary policy. Instead the Fed
must draw on noisy macro data to infer, subject to sampling and potential
specification errors, what the levels of the unobserved NAIRU and neutral real
policy rate are or, more realistically, to quantify plausible ranges within which these
key variables are likely to reside. What makes this challenge even more difficult is
that economic theory suggests (and empirical evidence supports) the view that both
the NAIRU and the neutral real policy rate are likely to be time varying. In other
words, to conduct monetary policy, the Fed has to estimate using noisy data
variables that evolve over time. In this essay, I will argue that this challenge will be
especially relevant over the next three to five years as the Fed seeks to infer the
evolution of the unobserved and likely time-varying neutral real policy rate in a
world in which pre-crisis rules of thumb may now be less relevant or even
misleading guides to monetary policy.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section II, I review and interpret the Fed’s
policy for setting the Federal funds rate in the years leading up to and during the
crisis, before the policy rate was, in the months following the collapse of Lehman
Brothers, slashed all the way down to the zero bound. Although it may be true that
the Fed does not mechanically follow any simple rule, a simple Taylor-type rule that
allows for a time-varying neutral real policy rate does a surprisingly good job of
tracking Fed rate decisions before the policy rate was cut to the zero bound in
December 2008. In Section III, I discuss the role of the neutral real policy rate in
anchoring central bank policy and argue that, empirically and theoretically, the
neutral real policy rate does appear to be time varying; in recent years, in the United
States and other countries, it has been negative. In Section IV, I review what the Fed
has communicated about the pace of policy normalization in the upcoming rate-hike
cycle, as well as the level of the policy rate that is projected to be consistent with the
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central bank’s inflation and full employment mandates, which are expected to be
met in 2016 – for the first time since 2007. My key message is that, based on the
empirical evidence presented by Laubach and Williams (2003) and also using data
released by the authors in subsequent updates to their 2003 paper, the economic and
policy projections published by the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC),
market pricing and the forecasts of prominent financial economists, it is likely that
the Fed policy rate corresponding to mandate-consistent levels of inflation and
unemployment will, for at least the next couple of years, be well below the ‘neutral’
policy rate that prevailed before the financial crisis. Indeed, the evidence suggests
that at least until 2017, if not for some time thereafter, the ‘new’ neutral nominal
policy rate (a term introduced in the context of post-crisis monetary policy by Bowe
and Mead 2013) is likely to be between 2% and 3%, compared with the common
estimate of 4% or even higher for the pre-crisis neutral policy rate. I also note that
the neutral policy rate, whatever it turns out to be, will not necessarily prove to be a
ceiling or destination for the Federal funds rate in the next rate-hike cycle. As I will
show, in past rate-hike cycles the Fed often pushed the policy rate above the then-
prevailing neutral estimate, typically after the unemployment rate declined below
the prevailing estimate of the NAIRU. As there appears to be a desire on the part of
some Fed officials to allow the economy to ‘run hot’ for some time after full
employment is reached, it seems plausible to expect that the Fed policy rate may
well overshoot neutral in the next rate cycle. Section V concludes.

II. Fed Policy 2001–08

In this section (which draws on and extends the analysis in Clarida 2008, 2012),
I review and assess Fed policy since 2000 with comparison to a forward-looking
Taylor-type rule (FLTR) benchmark. For concreteness, when I refer to the Taylor
rule, I refer to John Taylor’s original 1993 policy rule equation with his original
parameters. The focus in this section will be on the policy path chosen for the
Federal funds rate before December 2008, when the Fed, de facto if not de jure, hit
the zero lower bound. Although monetary policy even in ‘normal’ times is the result
of a complex process that must take into account numerous economic and financial
factors, Fed policy 2000–08 is straightforward to interpret using a version of a Taylor
rule. A Taylor-type rule, first popularized by Taylor (1993), is an equation for setting
the Federal funds rate that takes the form:

rt ¼ rrt þ p* þ a Et ptþn � p*f g þ b ygapt

where rt is the Federal funds rate, rrt is an estimate of the (possibly time-varying)
‘neutral’ real interest rate, p* is the inflation target, Et pt+n is expected inflation
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over the next n years and ygap is the output gap. In Taylor’s original formulation, rrt
and p* are both assumed constant and equal to 2, pt is realized inflation over the
previous four quarters and the output gap is the difference between real GDP and
de-trended real GDP. Taylor’s original rule sets a¼ 1.5 and b¼ 0.5. In my own work
(Clarida 2008, 2012), I have found that a forward-looking version of the Taylor rule
does a good job of describing actual Fed policy during the last decade. I use break-
even inflation data from the inflation-linked bond market as a proxy for expected
future inflation (results using risk-adjusted measures are similar). For the time-
varying neutral real policy rate, I use the estimates reported and updated by
Laubach and Williams (2003). Also, given the Fed’s explicit dual mandate, I use an
unemployment rate-based measure of the output gap – assuming an Okun coeffi-
cient of 2.5 and a NAIRU of 4.7 as implied by contemporaneous Fed ‘Greenbook’
forecasts – instead of de-trended GDP. Finally, I find (as do Meyer 2009, Yellen 2011)
that actual Fed policy appears to place a greater weight on the unemployment gap
than is assumed in Taylor’s original rule, so I set b¼ 1 (instead of 0.5) but keep
a¼ 1.5 as in the original rule.

As can be seen from Figure 1, this simple Taylor-type rule accounts well for Fed
policy in the years preceding the crisis. According to the chart, asset prices and
quantities appeared to play a minor role in accounting for the funds rate path
during the past decade, apart from any influence they may have had on inflation,
unemployment, or real rate expectations. One episode in which policy deviates for
some time from these Taylor rules is June 2003–November 2005. Taylor (2007, 2008)

Figure 1: Federal funds rate and Taylor-type rule
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has recently been critical of Fed policy during this period, and argues that this
policy mistake by the Fed – keeping the funds rate at 1% for a ‘considerable’ period
and then, beginning in June 2004, hiking at a preannounced ‘measured pace’ – was
a significant factor contributing to the housing bubble. It is important to note that,
given the assumed weight of b¼ 1 for the FLTR coefficient on the output gap, and
given the real-time data available to the Fed on break-even inflation and the
unemployment rate, the Fed’s policy in the 2001–03 easing cycle, which cut the
funds rate to 1% by June 2003, was entirely consistent with this Taylor rule, as was
the policy in the subsequent rate-hike cycle to increase the funds rate to 5.25%,
1.25% point higher than the neutral nominal policy rate of 4% assumed in the
original Taylor rule.

Undoubtedly, the low short-term interest rates that prevailed in 2003–05 contrib-
uted, via the then-popular adjustable-rate mortgages that many subprime borrowers
took on, to the housing bubble to some extent. But other factors, such as the global
savings glut (Bernanke 2005; Clarida 2004) and the evident (ex post) excesses in
lending financed by securitization in the shadow banking sector, were also impor-
tant. Although there may not be a professional consensus on the matter of whether
or not the ‘measured pace’ of rate hikes in the 2004–06 cycle was a significant policy
mistake, Fed officials today (including Chair Yellen at her December 17, 2014, press
conference) appear to be reluctant to embark on a rate-hike cycle that will feature
predictable 25 basis-point increases at each of the eight Fed meetings each year. So
it seems likely that the pace of policy normalization in the next cycle will, at least
initially, lag behind the ‘measured pace’ featured in 2004–06 cycle.

Bernanke (2010) and Yellen (2011) have defended Federal Reserve policy over the
2003–05 period, arguing that policy rates implied by conventional backward-looking
Taylor rules can be, and in this episode were, misleading benchmarks for evaluating
Fed policy. As with the forward-looking Taylor rule depicted above, central banks
usually set policy not on the basis of past inflation but rather their expectations for
future inflation. According to now-available Fed transcripts, the FOMC was con-
cerned that core inflation (which fell from 2.7% year over year in December 2001 to
1.1% in December 2003) was drifting well below the Fed’s implicit target and that,
in the absence of accommodative policy and with unemployment at least 1.5–2%
points above the Fed’s implicit NAIRU and continuing to increase 18 months after
the end of the recession, headline inflation could well follow. The Fed at that time
was also reluctant to deploy quantitative easing via direct purchases of longer-
duration Treasuries, although that option was discussed. Although Bernanke (2010)
argued that using Greenbook inflation forecasts instead of actual inflation in an
otherwise-standard Taylor rule eliminates much of the difference between the target
Federal funds rate and the prescribed Taylor rule rate, break-even and survey
measures of inflation began to rise noticeably in July 2003 and remained elevated –

relative to prior experience – through the onset of the financial crisis in the
Summer of 2007. It seems plausible to conclude that the Fed’s language stating that
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the funds rate would remain at 1% for a ‘considerable period’ and that, after
June 2004, the funds rate would be normalized at a ‘measured pace’ should be seen
as early efforts to guide market expectations away from a path of continued
disinflation. In that sense, these statements were a kind of ‘dry run’ for the forward
guidance the Fed now actively employs.

III. The Neutral Policy Rate, What It Is (and What It Isn’t)

The concept of a neutral policy rate has a very specific meaning in contemporary
central bank practice. The neutral policy rate is the short-term interest rate
consistent with:

� full employment
� inflation equal to the central bank’s inflation target
� inflation expectations that are ‘well-anchored’ to the inflation target

The neutral policy rate is related to the neutral real policy rate as follows:

Neutral policy rate ¼ neutral real policy rateþ inflation target

Importantly, as with the NAIRU, the neutral real policy rate is not directly
observed, and economic theory predicts it can be time-varying and depend on
global as well as domestic macroeconomic factors. Federal Reserve officials them-
selves have cited a number of reasons why the neutral real policy rate several years
in the future may be below the appropriate neutral policy rate that prevailed before
the crisis, including the following reasons:

� slower growth in potential output
� demographics
� higher precautionary savings
� higher global savings
� slow credit growth

Figure 2 provides empirical estimates of the neutral real policy rate as published
(2003) and updated by John Williams, president of the San Francisco Fed, and
Thomas Laubach, newly appointed director of monetary affairs at the Board of
Governors. Their estimates have declined sharply over the past dozen years and
have entered negative territory in recent years. A negative real neutral policy rate
means that even with the nominal policy rate at zero, the economy is still operating
with inflation below target and with unemployment above NAIRU.
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A. The Neutral Policy Rate: An Anchor, Not a Ceiling or Floor

Although the neutral policy rate is an important anchor for Fed policy, it does not in
practice provide either a ceiling or floor for the actual policy rate. There are many
reasons why a central bank could set the actual policy rate above the neutral policy
rate for long periods of time, including:

� unemployment falling below NAIRU
� inflation rising above the target
� inflation expectations rising above the inflation target
� a hawkish mistake by the central bank

Figure 3 plots the Federal funds rate between the 1993 introduction of the Taylor
rule – with its assumption of a constant real neutral policy rate of 2% and a
constant nominal neutral policy rate of 4% – and 2008, when monetary policy in the
depth of the financial crisis first hit the zero lower bound. As the chart shows,
during these 17 years, the average nominal policy rate was equal to the Taylor-rule
assumption of a neutral 4% nominal policy rate.

What accounted for the Fed’s deviations from neutral during these years? As
Figure 4 shows, deviations from the Taylor-rule neutral during these pre-crisis years
are quite well explained by the unemployment rate (plotted on an inverted scale).
When unemployment was low, the policy rate set by the Fed was above the Taylor-

Figure 2: Estimates of the neutral real policy rate
Note: Estimates of the baseline model as originally described in Laubach and Williams (2003)
and extended in subsequent updates.
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rule neutral, and when it was high, the policy rate was set below the Taylor-rule
neutral.

From the most recent Summary of Economic Projections (SEP) released by the
Fed in December 2014, we know that the central tendency projection of the FOMC is
for the unemployment rate in 2017 to be below the central tendency projection for
NAIRU of 5.3%, which both the FOMC and the Bloomberg forecast consensus
project will be reached by 2016, if not sooner. If the economy indeed runs ‘hot’ in
future years, and if the Fed’s reaction function under Chair Yellen is similar to the
reaction function depicted in Figure 4, I would expect the Federal funds rate in the

Figure 3: Federal funds rate 1992–98
Source: Bloomberg data through December 31, 2008.

Figure 4: The U.S. unemployment and the policy rate (Federal Funds)
Source: Bloomberg data through December 31, 2008.
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future to be pushed eventually above the neutral policy rate. Symmetrically, if the
economy surprises on the downside, the Federal funds rate may not in the next
several years even get to the ‘new’ neutral rate. Indeed, in the most recent survey of
primary dealers conducted by the New York Fed, the dealers said there is a 20%
probability that within the first year of the next rate hike, the economy will be
slowing sufficiently to cause the Fed to reverse course and ease policy again, rather
than continue hiking rates.

IV. What the Fed Is Saying and What Is Priced in for Lift-Off

Since Janet Yellen’s first meeting as Fed chair in March 2014, each Fed statement has
included the following passage:

‘The Committee currently anticipates that, even after employment and inflation are
near mandate-consistent levels, economic conditions may, for some time, warrant
keeping the target Federal funds rate below levels the Committee views as normal in
the longer run’.

The FOMC currently projects, according to the central tendency of the individual
participants’ forecasts, that the economy will be operating at ‘mandate-consistent
levels’ of unemployment and very close to the mandate-consistent inflation target by
the end of 2016, at which time, the median projection indicates, the appropriate
Federal funds rate will be 2.50%, well below the pre-crisis Taylor-rule estimate of a
4% neutral nominal policy rate. Figure 5 provides six different estimates of the
neutral Fed policy rate at year-end 2016. All the estimates are well below the old

Figure 5: Six estimates of the neutral nominal policy rate at year-end 2016
Note: ‘Eurodollars’ is the implied yield on the EDZ6 futures contract; ‘OIS’ is the December 2016
rate implied by the overnight index interest rate swap curve; ‘3Y1Y TIPS+2’ is the three-year
forward yield on a one-year inflation-indexed bond; ‘Fourth dot’ is the fourth-lowest blue dot
from the Fed Summary of Economic Projections and is thought by many to be consistent with
the views of Chair Yellen; and ‘Primary dealer survey’ is conducted by the New York Fed.
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assumption of a 4% nominal neutral policy rate. Moreover, all the estimates imply a
neutral real policy rate in 2016 that is closer to zero in real terms than to the Taylor-
rule assumption of 2%. In sum, Fed statements and central tendency projections of
the FOMC are consistent with the view that for at least the next couple of years, and
perhaps for longer, the neutral nominal policy rate in the United States is likely to be
between 2% and 3%, well below the pre-crisis estimate of 4%. I also note – as
shown in Figure 2 – that at the previous business cycle peak in 2007:Q4, the
Laubach–Williams estimate of the neutral real policy rate is 0.75%, implying that
the estimated neutral nominal policy rate for the most recent business cycle peak
was 2.75%. Thus, my view that the neutral nominal policy rate until at least 2017
will likely reside between 2% and 3% is consistent with the neutral policy rate’s
returning in two years to the Laubach–Williams estimate of neutral at the most
recent business cycle peak in 2007:Q4. Note what Figure 5 also implies about the
pace of policy normalization. If, as I and markets expect, the Fed begins to hike in
June 2015, a funds rate of 2.5% at year-end 2016 as implied by the median blue dot
would require nine 25 basis-point hikes in the 13 Fed meetings between June 2015
and December 2016, not the 13 consecutive hikes that would replicate the measured
pace path of the 2004–06 rate-hike cycle.

Because the neutral real policy rate varies over time, the policy rate that
represents neutral after 2016 – by which time the economy is expected to reach
mandate-consistent levels of unemployment and operate close to mandate-consis-
tent levels of inflation – may be higher or lower than the neutral rate is in 2016. As
shown in Figure 6, the median view of the FOMC is that the neutral policy rate in
the ‘longer run’ is projected to rise eventually to 3.75%, implying a median
projection for the neutral real policy rate of 1.75%. But it is important to note that
the Fed’s own views on this matter have evolved since January 2012, when these
‘dots plots’ were first published. At that time, the Fed’s median projection was that
the longer-run neutral policy rate would eventually rise to 4.25%, implying a
median neutral real policy rate projection of 2.25%. How long do Federal Reserve
board members and bank presidents expect it will take for the neutral policy rate
to rise from the 2% to 3% range that I expect for 2016 to a higher neutral level
in the longer run? The FOMC appears to be split on this matter, with at least five
and perhaps several more members expecting this process to extend into 2018, and
the remaining members projecting that the neutral policy rate will rise to its longer-
run level by year-end 2017. My own view is that we may not even see a Federal
funds rate of 3.75% in this rate cycle, but if we do, it will ultimately prove to be
above the then-neutral rate consistent with the Fed’s maintaining mandate-consis-
tent levels of unemployment and inflation. And this is an important point: the
neutral policy rate is itself unobservable, but if the Fed tries to set and keep the
policy rate above neutral, this mistake will have macroeconomic consequences –

manifested in a rise in unemployment and a fall in inflation – that eventually will
be observable.
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V. Caveats and Concluding Thoughts

For the next couple of years, and likely for some time thereafter, I expect the neutral
Fed policy rate consistent with mandate-implied levels of unemployment and
inflation to lie in the range of 2–3% in nominal terms. This lower neutral policy
rate will be driven, I believe, by the slowdown in the United States and global
potential growth, as well as a persistent excess of global saving relative to desired
investment opportunities. The neutral policy rate, however, is not a ceiling, and if
the Fed indeed decides to run the economy ‘hot’, driving the unemployment rate
below its estimate for NAIRU, it may well – as in prior cycles – push the funds rate
above its estimate of neutral. Eventually, the funds rate could reach 3.75% in the
upcoming rate cycle, but I believe this would be above the time-varying neutral
policy rate prevailing at that time. Moreover, the Fed is indicating that it does not
plan to hike rates at a ‘measured pace’ at each and every meeting once the rate cycle
begins; instead, it is signalling – and I believe will deliver – an even more gradual
path of policy normalization compared to the last rate-hike cycle. This incremental
approach will be owing to the difficulty that the Fed will confront in estimating the
neutral policy rate with any precision, as well as to the fact that this cycle is likely to
begin with inflation running below target (even on a core index).

Figure 6: Connecting the dots
Source: Fed Summary of Economic Projections, December 2014.
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I will conclude by highlighting four important questions that the Fed will try to
answer as it considers how fast and by how much to raise the Federal funds rate.

What is the term premium when policy is neutral? Although ‘conventional’
monetary policy operates by using a short-term interest rate as the policy instru-
ment, most interest-sensitive economic activity is financed at longer maturities. The
difference between the neutral policy rate and the yield on, say, ten-year Treasury
bonds, is the term premium. For any given policy rate, a larger term premium
implies higher Treasury yields and more restrictive financial conditions. If econo-
mists had a good model of the term premium, this would not matter much, but alas,
economists do not have good models of the term premium, and there is, thus,
uncertainty about the transmission mechanism that links the policy rate to borrow-
ing costs that influence the economy. Based on primary dealer surveys, the term
premium currently appears to be negative; whereas, a decade ago, the term premium
on ten-year Treasuries was around 100 basis points. The Fed’s policy choices in a
world of a 100 basis-point term premium would be much different than in a world
with zero term premium.

Will the Federal funds rate be deployed as a macroprudential tool? In this essay, I
have presumed a separation between the setting of the Fed policy rate and the
deployment of other macroprudential tools to support financial stability. Chair Yellen
and Vice Chair Fischer have expressed a desire that, to the greatest extent possible,
the Fed would like to respect this separation and reserve the policy rate instrument
for monetary policy. In the future, any substantial froth in financial markets that
compels the Fed the use the ‘blunt instrument’ of the policy rate solely for
macroprudential reasons would bias the policy rate path upward relative to the
neutral rate considered above.

How good is the Fed’s inflation forecast? If, as I expect, the Fed begins to hike
sometime in 2015, it will do so with headline and core inflation likely running below –

perhaps well below – the target of 2%. Indeed, headline inflation next year may be
negative due to the pass through from the collapse in energy prices. But aside from
that, core PCE inflation is currently running at 1.4% year over year, and is projected
to remain below 2% in 2015. Although the Fed is forecasting that inflation will rise
toward 2% as unemployment falls, that remains, for now, a forecast and not a reality.
If the Fed loses confidence in the inflation forecast, this will influence the pace, and
perhaps the timing, of the rate cycle.

Does a lower – but positive – neutral real rate imply ‘secular stagnation’ in the
United States? Lawrence Summers (2014) and others have expressed the view that
major global economies – including the United States – confront ‘secular stagna-
tion’, a situation in which negative real interest rates and massive fiscal stimulus are
required to achieve and maintain full employment and stable inflation. Although the
risks of secular stagnation in Japan and the Eurozone are a cause for concern, I do
not think that secular stagnation will take root in the United States. Rather, I expect
a positive neutral real policy rate will be consistent with full employment and stable
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inflation in the United States, and that real interest rates on longer-term ten-year
Treasury bonds will be even higher due to the re-emergence of a positive term
premium.
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